Senuke XCr Review Highlights Senuke's 30 Second Turbo Wizard
The 30 Second Turbo Wizard has made Senuke XCr the simplest link building and SEO
software ever developed, enabling even amateurs rank their own websites and videos.
Barrington, RI (PRWEB) September 18, 2012 -- Senuke XCr releases in less than 24 hours but Rick Porter has
an advanced copy of the powerful software to give his first impression in an Senuke XCr review to demonstrate
the power of the 30 Second Turbo Wizard.
Up until now the previous versions of Senuke XCr were fairly intimidating for newcomers with all the
advanced options and features. With the current version a complete newbie can setup sophisticated link
building campaigns in less than 30 seconds as seen in the review of Senuke XCr in Rick's latest video. He also
had the chance to work with some of the new campaign features such as PDF doc share sites, Wiki's, and the
highly anticipated Google Places module.
Rick Porter stated, "I am extremely impressed with the features, new modules, and the 30 Second Turbo
Wizard is going to make my video marketing campaigns quicker and simpler than ever before."
Senuke XCr can build hundreds or even thousands of backlinks to promote and syndicate content online. This
powerful content syndication helps to drive traffic and increase search engine rankings to websites, videos, and
even social profiles such as Twitter and Facebook. The software has the capability to drive even the toughest
keywords to the 1st page of Google.
We will release more in depth reviews of Senuke XCr's features in the coming days with advanced link
building practices and Senuke XCr's new crowdsourcing portal which allows the entire Senuke XCr community
to add and share websites to the software.
Anyone can keep up to date with Rick's latest Senuke XCr review here: http://rickporter.org/senuke-xcr-review/
. The Senuke review on his website is currently under construction and a lot of content on how to effectively
use Senuke XCr as well as results will be added in the coming days.
For people that want to be notified immediately of the release they can visit Senuke XCr at this link
http://SenukeXCrFree.com for a free 14 day trial of the software.
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